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ABSTRACT

Virtual training is not intended to replace live training; it augments and supplements live training to sustain unit proficiency. The many advantages of virtual training are currently limited by lack of full interoperability with other virtual simulations, Live and Constructive training environments and battle command systems. In addition, the synthetic environment replicated in virtual training does not accurately represent the actual area of operations or local training areas. Army programs such as Synthetic Environment Core (SE Core), the Future Combat System (FCS), and the Live, Virtual, Constructive – Integrated Architecture (LVC-IA), along with science and technology initiatives, will greatly increase the capabilities and interoperability of the virtual training environment, resulting in a more accurately replication of the operational environment. The impacts of these programs on virtual training simulations lead to a proposed updated vision for future virtual training.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office defines virtual training as “a simulation involving real people operating simulated systems. Virtual simulations inject human-in-the-loop in a central role by exercising motor control skills (e.g., flying an airplane), decision skills (e.g., committing fire control resources to action), or communication skills (e.g., as members of a C4I team).”

Virtual simulations are intended to augment, not replace live training. This is reiterated in FM 7-0, Training the Force, which states: “Virtual and Constructive training cannot replace all live training. They can, however, supplement, enhance and complement live training to sustain unit proficiency within the Band of Excellence.” Virtual simulations provide commanders another means to improve readiness and conduct mission rehearsals within the crawl-walk-run training approach. Units deploying to Operation Iraqi Freedom, for example, have used the Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) to train and establish tank and mechanized platoons training readiness. Non-mechanized units have used the Virtual Combat Convoy Trainer (VCCT) to train on unit convoy procedures using simulated Iraqi terrain. Soldiers throughout the Army have used the EST2000 system to achieve and maintain marksmanship proficiency on their assigned weapons.
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2 Headquarters Department of the Army Field Manual (FM) 7-0, Training the Force, October 2002, 4-15.

Virtual training offers many advantages over live training. Virtual training has no restraints on ammunition and fuel. Prior to a firing on live fire range, for example, an Abrams tank or Apache attack helicopter crew can fire unlimited amounts of virtual munitions in the virtual training environment, allowing them to meet preparatory training proficiency objectives virtually while minimizing the use of costly live ammunition. In addition to saving money, virtual training allows units to safely train dangerous tasks, such as call for fire and close air support. Virtual training has no environmental restrictions and, through its use of virtual terrain databases (TDB), provides unlimited access to multiple maneuver areas, unconstrained by training boundaries or real-world populated areas. Finally, virtual training can quickly incorporate real-life lessons learned from combat environments into virtual training scenarios, providing realistic contemporary enemy actions and reactions to increase training realism and relevancy. These scenarios can start simply and then progressively increase in difficulty to train more adaptive and innovative Soldiers and leaders.

Current virtual simulators and simulations are successfully used to train individual tasks, crew drills and collective and combined arms tasks using a synthetic environment. A limitation of today’s virtual training environment is the lack of full interoperability between virtual simulators (e.g., CCTT and VCCT), between training environments (Live, Virtual and Constructive [LVC]) and between training domains (Institutional, Self Development and Operational, which include home stations, deployed locations and combat training centers [CTC]). Future Combat System (FCS) training capabilities, along with the Live, Virtual, Constructive – Integrated Architecture (LVC-IA) and the Synthetic Environment Core (SE Core) programs, will eliminate many of these shortfalls, leading to a training environment that more closely replicates the operational environment. Through a variety of technological developments, development of common standards and protocols, and production of common virtual components, such as correlated TDBs, these three programs will expand the virtual battle space, increasing the utility of virtual training in the future.

2.0 CURRENT STATE OF VIRTUAL TRAINING

Current virtual training capabilities are often described as “stove-piped” because today’s virtual simulations were developed independently and are not easily interoperable. SE Core is the key virtual program for enabling a common virtual training environment. The current virtual vision is centered on the SE Core program’s successful development of a common virtual environment (CVE) and creation of standard linkages into the LVC-IA.

2.1 Today’s Virtual Training Capabilities

The Army uses virtual system and non-system simulators and simulations to train Soldiers on individual tasks and crew drills and units on collective and combined arms tasks. Virtual training uses a computer-generated operational environment where Soldiers receive hands-on training operating simulated Army systems. Virtual simulators and simulations provide stimuli for the Soldier to increase cognitive and motor skill interaction while receiving real-time performance feedback. Virtual simulators create simulated warfighting conditions and provide Semi-Automated Forces (SAF) to enhance realism without using costly resources or time, thus providing resource efficient training.

Virtual training scenarios can be simple, supporting untrained (U) level training, increasing intensity for needs-practice (P) level training. Battalion level units attain and sustain warfighting proficiency and develop soldier field craft primarily through live training. In general, commanders at battalion level and lower plan and execute standards based training with virtual simulations to:
• Prepare for live training,
• Rehearse selected staff and unit battle tasks and squad, team and crew drills, and
• Retrain on selected unit battle tasks, supporting squad, team and crew critical tasks, and leader and individual soldier tasks evaluated as either P or U.3

A limitation of current virtual trainers is the difficulty of linking together systems developed in different virtual programs, when linkage is required to expand the training audience and provide for combined arms training. For example, while CCTT supports mechanized infantry and armor unit training by linking M1 and M2 simulators together, allowing units to conduct collective training events up to the battalion task force level, CCTT cannot be easily linked to other virtual simulators and simulations like the Aviation Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (AVCATT). In addition, virtual simulators and simulations do not link with units conducting live or constructive training.

2.2 SE Core Overview

SE Core is the Army’s virtual component of the LVC-IA. It will create the Army’s CVE by developing and integrate existing and new simulation hardware and software products. The CVE, enabled by SE Core, will connect virtual system and non-system simulators and simulations into a fully integrated virtual training capability and will enable Soldiers/units training in the Virtual training environment to link with Soldiers and units training in the Live and Constructive training environments through LVC-IA.

SE Core will integrate OneSAF Objective Systems (OOS) into CCTT and AVCATT. In addition, SE Core will provide the following components used by virtual simulations: rapidly developed and correlated TDB; dynamic terrain; atmospheric effects; Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High Explosive effects; common visual models; contemporary operational environment (COE) compliant training support packages (TSPs); net-ready capabilities; long-haul networking; and an integrated After Action-Review (AAR). These common components will be held in a repository, the Virtual Simulation Architecture (VSA), for quick reach-back when needed for virtual training. Soldiers and leaders will be able to access this repository in any domain (Institutional, Operational, and Self Development) through the Fixed Tactical Internet (FTI), Joint Training and Experimentation Network (JTEN) backbone, and the Global Information Grid (GIG).

Through common TDB, SAF and the standard components listed above, SE Core will provide the infrastructure or “backbone” for all virtual simulators and simulations and FCS embedded simulators. This backbone of components developed by SE Core will allow units to train collectively in joint and combined arms training events using wide area networks to link geographically dispersed simulations. In addition, they will see the same correlated synthetic terrain, fight a common SAF, and participate in a universal AAR. FCS will integrate the backbone of common virtual components developed by SE Core, making interoperability between current virtual trainers and future FCS embedded and stand-alone virtual trainers possible.

TDBs are an integral element of virtual training. Current virtual TDBs represent only about one half of one percent of the Earth’s total land mass, due, primarily, to high production costs and lengthy development time. The SE Core program will resource research to develop a rapid TDB generation capability in order to decrease production costs and timelines. The SE Core program threshold is to produce a correlated virtual TDB within 96 hours, with an objective value of 72 hours. Rapid TDB generation will allow the military to quickly
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produce TDB’s within days vice months at a much lower cost than current databases. This capability will allow the Army to develop TDBs to support training at home stations and in support of contingency operations. More importantly, SE Core will develop correlated TDBs, consumable by training simulators, simulations and instrumentation systems in the LVC training environment (LVC-TE). Figure 1 depicts the concept for SE Core TDB development.

![Figure 1: SE Core TDB Generation Concept.](image)

### 2.3 Current Virtual Vision

By 2020, Army tactical commanders will use a networked family of virtual training simulations, within an integrated joint, Live - Virtual - Constructive training environment, to fully support their requirements to build and sustain training, develop leaders and conduct mission rehearsals enabling greater combat readiness.

### 3.0 FCS TRAINING CONCEPT

Key Performance Parameter (KPP) Six of the FCS Operational Requirements Document is Training. KPP Six threshold states: “The FCS Family of Systems (FoS) must have an embedded individual and collective training capability that supports live, virtual and constructive training environments.”

The foundation of the FCS training concept is a fully embedded training (ET) capability. ET is an integral part of the FCS FoS design. FCS ET includes a fully embedded virtual training capability for individual, crew, leader, unit training and individual/crew training on FCS platforms using FCS operational interfaces (e.g., System of Systems Common Operating Environment [SoSCOE]).
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3.1 FCS ET

The FCS network will facilitate the Soldier’s ability to train anywhere and anytime using equipment on hand. ET must provide full task training capabilities and support operations, training, and mission planning and rehearsals of Soldiers, small units, leader/staff teams and dismounted infantry simultaneously without reconfiguring the equipment. ET will be developed as an integral part of the FCS manned platforms and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) architectures.

An embedded LVC training capability is the cornerstone of networked ET and will satisfy KPP Six. FCS ET must have the capability to combine LVC operations with SAF to reflect the operational environment. Virtual ET will be an onboard tactical engagement simulation system capable of using SAF for expanding the battlefield entity count (blue, red and undecided).

Finally, FCS FoS must have sufficient memory onboard FCS platforms to hold a repository of training products, AAR capabilities, and assessment and training management systems to enable ET. Through communication nodes, FCS must also be able to reach back to robust repositories like SE Core’s VSA for additional training products such as correlated TDBs and common moving models. Future Force ET concept is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Future Force ET Concept.

3.2 FCS Interoperability and Institutional Training

FCS FoS will be interoperable with Current Force and Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) platforms. FCS networks and information systems must conform to common architectures such as High Level Architecture, Joint Technical Architecture and Army Training Information...
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Architecture to ensure this interoperability. FCS will also establish resource centers at each branch school to provide 24/7 training and training support and reach back repositories. Training information held in these repositories must comply with Department of Defense (DoD) and Army standards for the design, development, and delivery of training products to include multimedia and other distance learning requirements. Training interoperability will be further achieved through interfaces between and among FCS systems and Future and Current Force simulations and by using SE Core components.

FCS will provide stand-alone Training Aids, Devices, Simulations and Simulators (TADSS) for those tasks not supported by the FCS ET capability or are required by training institutions in lieu of actual FCS platforms. FCS will accomplish this by fielding Networkable Reconfigurable Full-Task Trainers (NRFTT) and Part-Task Trainers (PTT) at training institutions for initial training on the system. These stand-alone trainers must be interoperable with FCS ET and Current Force TADSS. In addition, FCS must be capable of conducting seamless LVC training using 3D digital TDBs for training and operations. Therefore, FCS supports the efforts of SE Core and LVC-IA and has designated them as complimentary systems to the FCS program.

3.3 Spin Out Capabilities

The FCS-equipped Brigade Combat Team (BCT) will consist of three FCS-equipped Combined Arms Battalions, a Non-Line-of-Sight Cannon Battalion, a Reconnaissance Surveillance and Target Acquisition Squadron, a Forward Support Battalion, a Brigade Intelligence and Communications Company, and a Headquarters Company.

The Army has deemed FCS as the fastest way to modernize the force. Therefore the Army will accelerate fielding of select FCS capabilities (called Spin Outs) to reduce operational risk to the Current Force. Just as the emerging FCS capabilities enhance the Current Force, the Current Force’s operational experience informs the FCS program, further mitigating future challenges, force management, and program risks. The plan adds four discrete Spin Out capabilities at two year increments for the Current Forces.

Spin Out 1 (SO1) will begin fielding in 2008 and consist of prototypes fielded to the Evaluation BCT. Following successful prototype evaluation and production of SO1 capabilities, fielding to the Current Force begins in 2010. This process will be repeated for each successive Spin Out. By 2017, the FCS program will meet Full Operation Capability (FOC). The force structure of the Army at this time will include two BCTs equipped with FCS core systems and ET capabilities. By 2025, only 15 of the 70 BCTs in the Army will be FCS-equipped units. The 55 non-FCS-equipped BCTs in the Army, added to the additional 111 brigade size units in the Army (e.g., Combat Support, Combat Service Support, Combat Aviation, and Fires) make up the preponderance of the total force structure in 2025. This fact leads to the realization that today’s stand-alone virtual simulators and simulations will continue to be operational beyond 2025. Not all TADSS will be embedded and non-FCS-equipped units will have limited embedded and appended training capabilities. For that reason, the Army must ensure ET technologies are interoperable with current and future TADSS.

4.0 LIVE, VIRTUAL, CONSTRUCTIVE – INTEGRATING ARCHITECTURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE

The synthetic training environment is defined as: “The evolution of expanding battlespace to accommodate the use of digitization, to include M&S capabilities, within the Live, Virtual, Constructive training environment (LVC-TE) in support of combat readiness.”^5^ The LVC-IA program will enable development of a
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LVC-TE. LVC-IA is a network-centric linkage that collects, retrieves and exchanges data among LVC components. This capability will include the ability to network with other Services’ (e.g., USAF Distributed Mission Operations or USN Battle Force Tactical Trainer) and joint LVC capabilities in order to create a high-fidelity synthetic training environment.

4.1 LVC-IA Training Concept

The advent of digital battle command systems dictate that commanders, leaders, battle staffs, and units use their operational battle command (BC) systems for training and mission planning and rehearsals. The current training environment consists of LVC simulations, simulators, and instrumentation systems that were not developed to interoperate with each other, nor link to battle command systems. The integration and linking of LVC training simulations with operational battle command systems results in the training and mission planning and rehearsal environment termed the LVC-TE.

Standardizing LVC simulators, simulations and instrumentation data creates the conditions where units can train and rehearse mission essential tasks to standard in order to gain and maintain increased unit combat readiness. The Army LVC-IA will support the Joint LVC - Training Environment (JLVC-TE) and the Joint National Training Capability (JNTC). The LVC-IA will facilitate increased unit competency in preparation for operating in a JIIM environment. The creation of this holistic battlespace will produce units that are competent in Joint Command and Control (JC2) principles and capable of achieving success across the full range of military operations. The LVC-IA Operational View 1 in Figure 3 shows the relationship between LVC-IA, SE Core, the other training environments and Net Enabled Command Capability.

Figure 3.
LVC-IA will enable a “plug-and-train” capability for units training in any domain or environment. LVC-IA will rely on a robust communication network at home stations, CTCs and in operational environments. The JTEN, FTI, GIG and Warfighter Information Network – Tactical will provide the necessary bandwidth to move large packets of training data required for training and mission planning and rehearsals. Units will reach back to access large volumes of training data using standards and protocols developed by LVC-IA into repositories developed by SE Core, LVC-IA, and FCS. Access to training support data will allow unit commanders to quickly develop scenarios using rapidly developed correlated TDBs resembling the mission area (geo-specific terrain) for training and mission planning and rehearsals anywhere in the world.

To train using the LVC-IA capability, units will execute their mission as dictated by the simulated scenario and interact with elements that comprise the COE. By integrating LVC simulators, simulations and instrumentation systems, the conditions are created to enable mission planning and rehearsals and training of essential tasks to standard to gain and maintain unit readiness. The results solidify the unit’s skills with practical simulated warfighting training.

5.0 VIRTUAL TRAINING TRENDS / TECHNOLOGY

Current virtual simulators and simulations are divided into air and ground system and non-system trainers. System trainers are designated for specific combat systems while non-system trainers are virtual trainers that are not associated with a specific Army system. The Army’s Longbow Crew Trainer is an example for an air system trainer where AVCATT is an example of an air non-system trainer. Current system and non-system training devices are highly structured, proprietary and specialized solutions with minimal interoperability and provide a general synthetic training environment (geo-typical terrain).

Over the next 25 years, virtual training solutions will evolve to become more reconfigurable to represent several Army systems. They will be embedded, as in the FCS FoS, and will have limited embedded/appended capabilities in non-FCS systems. The end result will be a conglomeration of training systems, creating a LVC-TE with multifunctional and reconfigurable stand alone systems, embedded virtual training systems in FCS-equipped units and limited embedded and appended systems in non-FCS-equipped units. This evolution will lead to virtual training devices that are non-proprietary, highly adaptable solutions with enhanced interoperability capabilities, facilitating enhanced training, mission planning and rehearsals on correlated, geo-specific virtual TDBs.

5.1 The Effects of Technology on Virtual Training Devices

SE Core, OOS, LVC-IA and FCS Spin-Out technologies will have a big impact on virtual training. There are other ongoing programs and science and technology initiatives that will further impact future virtual training. Two programs, Battle Command Knowledge Systems (BCKS) and Advanced Soldier Sensor Information System and Technology (ASSIST), will help virtual simulations better replicate actual mission areas. BCKS will increase the simultaneous visibility and availability of information to a more geographical dispersed and diverse Army. It will accomplish this by using a web-based capability to facilitate the transfer of knowledge from those who have it to those who need it. During operations BCKS will provide Soldiers the means to readily share their knowledge and experiences (e.g., situational awareness) while also providing a means to rapidly retrieve doctrine and knowledge that supports their mission, anywhere in the world. ASSIST will help Soldiers report timely and accurate observations and experiences during ground missions to improve situational understanding. It will use Soldier-worn sensors to augment Soldiers’ recall and reporting capabilities and develop information processing and representation tools to maximize the utility of data collected. ASSIST will allow every Soldier to become a sensor.
Working in concert, these two programs will enable Soldiers to update the synthetic environment (e.g., virtual TDBs) in real time as conditions change – enabling the virtual environment to better replicate the mission area in almost real-time. For example, during a mission an enemy force destroys a bridge on a major supply route. Soldiers using Ruggedized Personal Data Assistants (RPDA) photograph and annotate the loss of the bridge and send the information to higher headquarters using web-based capabilities provided by BCKS. This information is sent to a team who updates the synthetic environment, including virtual TDBs and electronic maps in battle command systems, indicating the loss of a bridge. This information can then be used for future mission planning and rehearsals in the LVC-TE.

In addition to using relevant real-world data to update the synthetic environment, future virtual training devices can use augmented reality displays on vehicles (via vision blocks) and on Soldiers (via helmet mounted displays) to enable training with virtual units. Augmented reality displays will present the exact location of virtual models on live terrain of units and Soldiers training in virtual trainers. This capability is enabled using correlated, geo-specific terrain of the mission area. These locations, both virtual and live, will then be sent to Battle Command systems allowing commanders at higher echelons to monitor the training or mission planning and rehearsals.

Figure 4 shows virtual capability trends for the foreseeable future and Figure 5 shows the technology trends that will enable the virtual capability trends. Figure 6 provides two examples of capability trends and their relationship to emerging technology trends. Notice more than one technology trend is required to enable a capability trend.

- Interoperability, distributed LVC training (JNTC)
- Expanded battlespace
- Plug-and-train capabilities
- Rapidly developed, correlated TDB
- Archiving: onboard and reach back on demand repositories with scenario generation tools and databases (TDB, UOB, TSP)
- Update synthetic environment in real time
- Realistic training environment ≈ operational environment
- Hardware and software supportability
- Intelligent coach/mentor
- Language and cultural awareness
- Scalability
- Reconfigurable, multifunctional and embedded simulations
- Multi-level security

TDB = Terrain Database; UOB = Unit Order of Battle; TSP = Training Support Package; JNTC = Joint National Training Capability

Figure 4: Virtual Capability Trends.
The first example in Figure 6 is the capability trend to provide a realistic training environment that closely approximates the operational environment (realistic training environment \( \approx \) operational environment). In order to realize this capability, the virtual training environment must have dynamic terrain and atmospheric effects to provide a more realistic synthetic environment (e.g., destroyed buildings and the show the effects of rain on movement). The virtual training environment needs SE Core’s geo-specific TDBs and common moving models made available in the VSA. LVC-IA standards and protocols must be adopted and SE Core C4ISR linkages will be used to populate changes to battle command systems, while using BCKS and ASSIST.
to update changes to virtual TDBs in near real time. All this data will move over the JTEN communication backbone. Finally, the virtual synthetic environment will rely on technologies enabled through the gaming industry and augmented reality displays to continually improve the realism of the synthetic environment.

The other example in Figure 6 is intelligent coach/mentor. The principal technology trend to enable this capability trend is virtual humans with artificial intelligence. These virtual humans will be programmed to mentor/coach Soldiers after exercise events and will be capable of responding differently to questions or comments of a participant. The response of the virtual human will be different depending on the grade and responsibility of the Soldier and actions taken during the event. The same question asked by a squad leader may elicit a different response if asked by a platoon leader. Intelligence coach/mentor also leverages gaming technologies and augmented displays to provide better performance and capabilities.

Imagine conducting LVC training in a FCS-equipped BCT. Soldiers in the live environment, either mounted or dismounted, can not only see the live environment, but can also see virtual and constructive entities and command and control information augmented on their helmet mounted displays or vision blocks. Using distributed training over the JTEN, the FCS BCT commander could have one battalion conducting live training at a CTC; one battalion in their motor pool training virtually using their equipment’s ET capability; and one battalion staff conducting constructive training at their home station. Subordinate commanders in the BCT not involved in the LVC training can enter the training environment on desk top computers in their office for self development purposes. The FCS BCT commander can direct the operation using battle command systems, regardless of which entity is live, virtual or constructive.

6.0 FUTURE VIRTUAL TRAINING CHARACTERISTICS

Leaders and Soldiers conducting training in the future will not know if entities on their battle command systems are populated from the LVC-TE. The lines between the training domains (i.e., Institutional, Self Development and Operational) and training environments (LVC) will become blurred for commanders conducting training, mission planning or rehearsals on their battle command systems. In addition, the lines between system and non-system virtual TADSS and stand alone, appended or embedded virtual simulations will become blurred. Virtual simulations will use bidirectional data guards to enable multi-level security training capabilities for training in the JIIM environment.

Future virtual simulations will use modular architectures and reconfigure rapidly to replicate a variety of combat systems. Materiel developers for virtual trainers will leverage gaming technologies and Commercial Off-The-Shelf and Governmental Off-The-Shelf solutions to the maximum extent possible in order to increase return on investments for virtual simulations and stay current with the latest commercial gaming capabilities. The materiel developers will also use product line approaches for both software and hardware to lower support costs and increase component reuse. Finally, LVC simulations and instrumentation devices and battle command systems will use rapidly developed, correlated terrain that is geo-specific to the mission or training area and updated in real time. Future training and mission planning and rehearsals will be accomplished from any location at any time using a plug-and-train capability.

6.1 End State: An Updated Vision for Virtual Training

By 2030, a diversely-equipped Army will use a seamless, plug-and-train network of virtual training and battle command systems within an integrated Joint, Live – Virtual – Constructive training environment. This integrated training environment will support requirements to build and sustain unit training, develop flexible, adaptive, and innovative leaders and enable high fidelity mission planning and rehearsals. The objective end state is greater combat readiness and enhanced operational execution.